PUBLIC NOTICE

Per Pueblo of Acoma Executive Order No. TA-2020-01, Section 2 “Closure of Pueblo”, the following road closures and associated alternative access routes (See attached map) shall take effect on Friday, April 17, 2020 with West Pueblo Road at State Road 124 (Dugenia Residence) access point remaining open until 8:00 p.m. on Sunday, April 19, 2020.

Please adhere to speed limits and travel with caution on alternate routes (yellow lined roads on map) as there will be increased traffic due to road closures.

EFFECTIVE Friday, April 17, 2020

- West Anzac Loop at State Road 124 – CLOSED
- East Anzac Loop at State Road 124 (at steel bridge) – One Lane Open
- West Pueblo Road at State Road 124 (Dugenia Residence) – OPEN Until Sunday 8:00 p.m.
- State Road 124 at Santa Maria Road – CLOSED
- State Road 124 at Abeita Drive – CLOSED
- State Road at Santa Maria Drive – CLOSED
- State Road at Canada Drive – One Lane Open
- San Lorenzo Road at Shutivaville – CLOSED
- San Lorenzo Road at Mesa Hill Road – CLOSED
- Mesa Hill Road at Veterans Blvd. – CLOSED
- Diichuna Road at Boundary (dirt road) – CLOSED
- Enchanted Mesa Boundary line – CLOSED

EFFECTIVE 8:00 p.m., Sunday, April 19, 2020

- West Pueblo Road at State Road 124 (Dugenia Residence) – CLOSED
- 24-HOUR CHECK POINT – Pueblo road, south of Exit 102 and Sky City Casino/I-40

IMPORTANT – Please note this location will become the ONLY access point for entry into Acoma lands and will remain in effect until further notice.

Thank you for your cooperation and patience during this temporary closure. With an increased number of COVID-19 cases in New Mexico combined with the continued entry of non-Acoma individuals onto tribal lands, this closure is necessary and intended to reduce any exposure of Acoma residents to COVID-19.
PUEBLO OF ACOMA ROAD CLOSURES

To protect the Pueblo of Acoma community and in accordance with Executive Order TA-2020-01 in response of the COVID-19 PANDEMIC, the Pueblo of Acoma is restricting access on and off the Pueblo through a single checkpoint on Pueblo road just south of 1-40 Exit 102.

ALL PEOPLE ENTERING AND EXITING THE PUEBLO OF ACOMA MUST USE THE CHECKPOINT ON PUEBLO ROAD JUST SOUTH OF 1-40 EXIT 102.

Residents who live in Anzac and North McCarty's (CANADA) can still access those areas through Anzac Road and Canada Rd.

Residents who live on and below Acoma village will have to use the checkpoint on PUEBLO ROAD JUST SOUTH OF 1-40 EXIT 102. Kaatsiima Dr. by Enchanted Mesa is also CLOSED.

Please understand this action is being taken to protect the community from the COVID-19, please help us help you. Thank you for your cooperation.